NOTE THIS IS A MAINTENANCE ADVISORY MESSAGE AND HAS NOT BEEN TRANSMITTED TO UNITS SUBORDINATE TO ADDRESSEES. ADDRESSEES SHOULD IMMEDIATELY RETRANSMIT THIS MESSAGE TO ALL SUBORDINATE UNITS, ACTIVITIES OR ELEMENTS AFFECTED OR CONCERNED, INCLUDING BOTH MAINTENANCE AND SUPPLY ELEMENTS, THE RETRANSMITTAL SHALL REFERENCE THIS MESSAGE.

SUBJ: HYDRAULIC OIL FILTER (UH-78-4) AND (AH-78-6),

1. THE PAPER FILTER P/N 205-0076-234-3 NSN 4330-00-442-2484 AS WELL AS THE METAL FILTER P/N 205-0076-234-7 NSN 4330-00-126-6764 ARE
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HEREBY AUTHORIZED FOR USE IN THE ARMY UH-1/ AH-1 SERIES AIRCRAFT. A NEW LIFE FOR EITHER FILTER IS ESTABLISHED AT 400 HOURS OR UNTIL THE RED INDICATOR BUTTON ON THE HYDRAULIC MODULE POPS, WHICHEVER OCCURS FIRST, NO CLEANING OR INSPECTION WILL BE NECESSARY DURING THE 400 HOUR INTERVAL AFTER WHICH THE PAPER OR METAL FILTER ELEMENTS WILL BE DISCARDED, MAINTENANCE TIME INTERVAL FOR THE UH-10/M WILL BE EVERY 4TH AND 8TH PHASE AND FOR THE AH-1 SERIES AIRCRAFT AND UH-1B/0/M EVERY 4TH P.E.

2. THIS MESSAGE IS YOUR AUTHORITY TO USE EITHER FILTER ELEMENT AND MAINTENANCE TIME INTERVAL AS NOTED ABOVE ON ALL UH-1/ AH-1 SERIES AIRCRAFT, APPROPRIATE MAINTENANCE MANUALS WILL REFLECT THESE CHANGES IN THE FUTURE;

3. POINT OF CONTACT, IS DICK MOODY, AUTOVON 098-3646, COMMERCIAL 314-268-3546;

4. INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS/FOREIGN MILITARY SALES CONTACT OFFICER IS GW R. BROCK WATKINS, DRSTS-10{21} AUTOVON 098-5256, COMMERCIAL 314-268-3546